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Muskies-~Bearcats Meet. In Annual Crosstown Tilt 
Student Spo-rtsmansh.ip Urged Both Tea111s Pri1ned For Season's Biggest Battle. 
OFFICIAL BULLETIN 
PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE 
Very Rev. Paul L. o:connor, S.J., President 
I wanted to talk to you this afternoon, in particular, about ihe 
property destruction at Miami last Saturday and, in general, •about 
your conduct as students both on and off the campus. First of all, 
I think I should sincerely apologize to those gentlemen among you 
who did not participate in the affair last Saturday and whose general 
conduct is the type that stamps them as Xavier men. However, it is · 
. good for all of us occasionally to consider seriously the effect our 
conduct has on others and to determine within ourselves to live 
always as Christian, gentlemen. What are the particular facts in the 
case at hand. Last Saturday afternoon the football team from Xavier 
University won a splendid victory and· some of the glory of that 
victory rubbed off on all of us who are Xavier men. 'fhey displayed 
the virtues of courage, of an indomitable will to win, and of fine 
sportsma~hip. ~e, as Xavier men, were the better because of it. 
Immediately after the game some two hundred or three hundred 
Xavier students rushed on to the field, endangering anyone regardless 
of sex or age who got in their. way, and destroyed an expensive bit 
of property. And some of that rubbed off on all of us. 'fhey displayed 
the evils that we are all so ashamed of, tile evils of, mob violence, 
of disregard of the property and persons of others, aad of downtight 
theft. All of us as Xavier men were the worse for the action of 
those few. 
Let me point out to you two things that were wrbng in that 
action. 'fhe destruction of the property ot another and the theft of 
By Ed Adama, Xavier N eavs S 110rts E1litor 
·Xavier's Musketeers, freshened over their spirited, come-from-behind upset of the Miami 
Redskins, invade the lair of U.C.'s Red and Black Bearcats tomorrow in the 14th renewal 
of the annual autumn classic. Xavier will be seeking their .third consecutive victory over the 
'Cats in the 2:00 p.m. fray at Nippert Stadium. 
U.C. sports an even 1-1-1 re<:- was required to remove the Lima, 
ord after last week's 7-0 defeat Ohio junior from the field. 
at the hands of Houston. Xavier Morrison is the hub around 
has won three of four encounters, ' which the U.C. offense revolves. 
losing only to powerful Bowling A fine broken field runner, he 
Green. tallied seven times last fall and 
As yet the Bearcats remain a passed for four more scores. In 
question mark. Their opening reserve, Coach George Blackburn 
game tie with the University of has "General" Jack Lee, a top-
Dayton, who just last week was notch passer whose deficiency is 
speed. Their light line avera1t-
ing 196 pounds from end to 
end is strong at center with Co7 
Captain Dick (191) Seomin hold-
ing down the fort. Dick though a 
trifle slow is a rugged defensive 
performer. 
At guard the 'Cats boast Char-
lie Black and Co-Captain Ron 
Couch, while the tackle posts are 
that property is, in itself, sinful. Secondly; by that.. action yo~! ~-~~:;,; _ . ; ·' . . 
:'·r·.~ l~am speaking directly to .those or· you who participated fn that act, · ..... _ .··Jer~y Casper !7 : ,' Joe Morrison 
- . smeared the entire .Student Body. Whether you like it or not, public ',.soundly troun~ed by Holy ·cross, 
actions ·such as that one are attributed to Xavier men as a, Body. A~ proved little. :Following this 13•13 
the time of the action I was seated with the. President of Mianu stalemate they edged Wichita by 
University and a quiet voiced woman directly behind me said to her a single t~uchdown in their first-
compaJt!on, "What else can you expect from those Xavier hoodlums." ever Missouri Valley Conference 
I was thoroughly ashamed and you too should be. g e Last' week against Houston 
But enough for that one in~ident. I do not think I have to 1~:;1 ;Cats' looked exceptionally 
elaborate upon the point that while decent. Xavier p~ple SH~ULD to h on defonse ermitting the 
have left the stands Saturday aftei:noon with a feeling of pride in na~fonall ranked ~exans but a 
a well-deserved accomplishment, because of the actions of an irre- Y 
aponsible group, they left tlie stadium ashamed. -
I want you to consider very seriously this afternoon your conduct 
as Xavier students throughout the year, and by that I mean your 
(Continued on Page 2) 
VET'S SODALISTS PLAN 
BIG POST-GAME DANCES 
By Bob C11rr 
Are you going to'the Vet's Club 
Dance on the ni1ght of October 
12th? If you aren't, why not? 
Everyone is welcome i.ncluding 
you. The biggest and colossal of 
all dances will be held at the 
Friar's Club on McMillan· Street 
and Ohio Avenue. The ·main 
proposal of this dance is to cele-
brate Xavier's third straight 
vi~tory over U.C. Everyone has 
to celebrate one way, or another, 
so why not join the crowd at 
the Friar's Club. 
Tickt!ts cost $3.50 per couple; 
including refreshments. You just 
can't beat that economy wise or 
otherwise. These tickets may be 
purchased from any veteran club 
member or at the veterans office 
in Science Hall. For those not 
wishing to acquire tickets ibe- ' 
forehand, tickets may be pur-
1 chased right at the dance. No 
one will be admitted without a 
ticket. · 
The committee that is making 
all arrangements for the, dance 
is Lee Butz, Committee Chair-
man and Dick Rauckhort assist-
(Continued: on: Page· 10) 
.. 
By Tom Cahill 
"Put on the best duds, neighbors, 
· tomorrow night there's a big 
dance down .at the farm-Castle 
Farm that is." Yes, the evening 
has finally arrived for the much-
talked about an9 well-publicized 
'.'Kampus Kapers" sponsored by 
the Sodality. "Yea Aeam" and 
"Victory" are the passwords that 
will open the doors for an eve-
ning of fun and frolic for each 
and every couple that attends. 
Clyde Trask and his Orchestra 
are to be on hand to provide any 
type of music imaginable-tango, 
cha cha, rock 'n roll, and even 
waltz. Mr. · Trask is widely 
known and widely followed in 
Cincinnati, and 011ly the best is 
good enough for such a memor-
able .eveni.:lg, 
Chairman •Mike McConnville 
reports that there are still tickets 
available in each of the dorms 
and at South Hall. TiCkets ·will 
be on sale at the door, but the 
student 'committees . as well as 
the management at Castle Farm 
prefer that studens who can 
possibly do so. buy , their tickets 
(Continued ·on Page 10) .. 
Dick Seomin 
single touchdown. However, their 
Joe Morrison-led . offense was 
forced to _.punt nine times and 
gained only an aggregate 97 
yards. The ·Houston game was 
decidedly a moral victory for the 
Clifton crew, ·hut. left many 
threads hanging ·in ·the minds of 
U.C. observers. • 
A major puzzle' concerns the 
conditf~n '."of <lUarterback Joe 
Morrison, <ballyhooed at the sea-
son's ·outset· as a· potential All-
American. Morrison was stricken 
in the ankl~ before the -opener 
with Dayton and has hobbled off 
and on since. Ag&ln last Satur-
day" the'..assistance of teammates 
Bob·Young 
defense. Against Houston, Mor- manned by Ed (207) Denk and 
rison was stymied both on land Max (212) Messner. 
and air before the return of Gene Johnson is U.C.'s number 
his injury, although, in justice, one end. He caught nine passes 
it must be noted that he tried 'for 200 yards and three TDs last 
few·· aerials. · · fall. A sophomore standout, Jim 
' At the. halfback posts U.C. Leo, starts at right end. 
sports a pair of· talented speed- on· ''the Xavier side. of the led-
sters, Barry Maroney and Larry . ger, the same lineup is expected 
·:/!l:F~.:-;tJ.] .. ,. ttl- .-- -_;:·>)I 
' . ~,,, .. -.··:.:. 
, 
1;<\?;L~1 
Terry Meyer 
De Vincentis. Maroney excels pri-
marily 011 defense where he is. 
considered a ·likely prospect for 
a pro· halfback berth. De Vincen-
tis is the Bearcats' top punter. 
.- .R,(,'~:nd'ing. out the backfield is 
Junior _.Walt Gordon at fullback. 
. ··"' I 
: \ ····.'':·.·.J\il 
Ron Couch 
as opened against Mimai, with 
one exception. Number two cen-
ter, Gene Terry, has been moved 
up to the first team, replaciJtg 
the inj tired Greg· Fennell. Fennell 
will be out of action for several 
weeks. 
A. better Jjall-carrier than ·his _:_._....,.., ______ ,. 
sometimes alternate Bobby Del- OFFICIA'L NOTICE ~ 
Rosa, Walt lacks his competitor's 
defensive finesse. · Students are reminded that 
As one 'might imagine;. the alcoholic beverages other thall 
3.2 beer are ·not allowed at Xa•ier B~ai;cat:.backfield is an explosive University dances. 
outfit geared to a swift ·ground Students reserving tables are 
game. Against Houston the 'Cats responsible for the conduct of AJJ fr~UE:ntl;, s~irted the .. ends and· cuests at their respective tabl• 
threw ,a ·mm1mum of passes.- .· ·1 this d. · - . n resar • 
•. up~ front. u.c ... also~ emphasizes.- •'·-~·-• .;.,~-·-0-0-1-~---
\ 
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ALWAYS FAITHFUL 
Last Sunday, Oct. 6, was one of the more beautiful fall d~ys of 1957. The sun was shining and there \Yere many act~v­
ities in progress. One of the better games of the World Series 
was being televised nationally. There was also a pro footb~ll 
game for the benefit of sport fa~s. Ma.ny excellent moyies 
were being shown throughout the city. With all of these things 
going on and many more thrown in on the side it seems rather 
strange that several hundred high school and colle~e stu~ents 
crammed their way into Bellarmine Chapel of Xavier Univer-
sity to hear someone speak. What seems even •stranger is that 
these same young men and women ~re bein?. tabbed as a so'!le· 
what irresponsible younger generation thats supposedly going 
to the dogs. But let's get back to this seemingly remarkable 
group of young people. Just who di? they come out to hear? 
Was it a man of renown such as Bishop Fu~ton Sheen? .. was 
it any local Prelate, or congressman, or philosopher with a 
message? Was it some visiting dignitary from a foreign land? 
No it was an ordinary priest of the Society of Jesus. He was 
ordinary in the sense that he hasn't made any national speeches, 
isn't an outstanding orator, and that he shys away from pub-
licity like any clergyman. Why did they come t<;> this cha~el? 
Did they come because they were made to by a sister superior, 
by a dorm prefect, by th~ir. parents? ~id ~hey ci;>me in order 
to insure their membership man organization? Did they come 
for social purposes? No, they c~me to ~ake rep~ration fi;>r t~e 
numerous sins committed agamst purity. A virtue which Is 
almost laughed at today. · ' 
OBITER DICTA 
By Dan llerila 
Why not? Sure, why not? After all, stranger things have been 
done, by stranger people, too. And who would really be in a 
better position to give me the inside story than one or perhaps 
even both of them? · · 
Brandishing a flag of truce I approached the last remain-
ing frontier in Cincinnati, the U.C. campus. Naturally I went 
at night. Not that I was afraid course must be that someone is 
of being drawn and quartered if sudying buildings on a Sunday 
recognized as .being from Xavier night. Buildings indeed! 
but because of the unique pur- "Well." Mick's tone grew im-
pose of my visit. · patient. 
I intended to intervie\\r the 
' lions in front of McMicken hall. 
Just who were these young people? Were they some group · 
of oddities who, for the lack of something better to do, cal!le 
to be lectured? Were they in other words a group of social 
outcasts? No, they were assuredly not a group of outcasts. 
They were young men and young women with a purpose and 
they numbered among them a college football captain, football 
players, oasketball players, and many you~gsters who were 
outstanding socially, physically, and academically: They ~ere 
you might say a small group of'our future Catholic Amer1~an 
citizens at a high level. . 
This was a very serious project 
with a possible element of dan-
ger in it. After all it isn't every 
day that one ·boldly walks up to 
a lion to get predictions about 
the possible outcome . of it's 
school's biggest rival game. And 
it isn't every day that the lion 
interviewer is from the rival 
school. The fact that the lions 
are stone doesn't lower the dan-
ger consideration either. Stone is . 
pretty hard. 
"I'd like to know for one." 
"Okay Sonny I'll tell you." For 
years I've been sitting here . and 
this is the first time in my h'is-
tory that anyon'e has taken the 
trouble to ask me what 1 thought 
about something. So I'm going to 
teH you. Got a few minutes?" 
"Sure," I eagerly answered, 
"but before you start just one 
thing, why didn't your friend on 
the right answer me." 
But once again, why did they come here?. Strange a~ it 
may seem to some people, they came here to make reparation 
to Jesus Christ for the sins of men against purity. They came 
to this chapel and spent three hours with Him. The fellows 
stood for some thirty to forty-five minutes at a. stretch and 
listened to this priest. This is most certainly a credit to those 
individuals who were involved both actively and passively. 
It is a credit to the two Jesuit priests, one a man of fire, zeal, 
and personal magnanimity, and. the other ~ m~n of fatherly 
counsel, wisdom, and very patient .determmabon, who saw 
this and many previous smaller actions to successful conclu-
sions. These two men and the Sodality, the organization they 
represent, have thus far been doing, and will continue to do,-an 
excellent job in the face of difficult opposition. The most 
difficult stumbling blocks they face are apathy and disinterest. 
If a bit more interest were shown, on the campus particularly, 
their work might be a ·bit easier. But why this long "pitch 
like" comment for an organization or cause? . 
The reason might be that we hope students here at Xavier 
won't forget the first and foremost reason for which they were 
created, namely the salvation of their immortal souls. It is 
also hoped that the students won't forget that the "ratio 
studiorum" under which they operate aims to develop the man 
spiritually as well as academically and physically. It is also 
hoped that when the rosary is said at the various places ~nd' 
times on this campus that there will be a good representative 
group of Xavier men on their knees in adoration of Mary. 
This, remember, is the month of the rosary. It would seem to 
be a very good idea for the men of this campus to take a more 
personal and active interest and part in the religious activities 
planned for Xavier. 
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(Continued from Page 1) 
conduct wherever you are, whether at games, at danees, in the dor-
mitories, in the classrooms, your eonduct on campus and off campus. 
You are recognized and l;OU will be recognized as· Xavier students. 
Think of the consequences of your actions before you act. It Is the 
mark of a mature man to realize the consequences of his act. It Js 
the mark of a child to act without thinking. A child will put bis 
hand into a name without thinking; He· simply does not know what 
will happen. An adult will not. You are no longer children. You are 
educated adults. You are res!JOnsible for the results of your actions, 
You bear In your hands Xavier's reputation. 
And Xavier's, reputation In this city has al~ays been 1ood, We 
cry to the world that along with intellectual development common 
to all universities, we plaee special stress upon moral, character, 
spiritual development. And I believe ·we are respected as such an 
Institution. You must, during your years here, not only 1row Intel· 
lectually, but you must 1row as Individual human belnp created bJ' 
Would 1 be arrested? Commit-
ted? I chose Sunday to make 
my visit because the few people 
roaming the campus probably 
wouldn't be concerned with a 
skinny little character, complete 
with clipboard and pencil, who 
apparently :was talking to him-
self in front of the Liberal Arts 
building. 
My introduction was a little 
awkward. 
"Pardon me." No answer, "Uh, 
excuse me, could you spare a 
minute to answer a few ques-
tions?" I was ,. addressing the 
lion on the right. Then suddenly 
to my left came a deep-th\oated 
answer. "What's on your mind 
Muskie?" 
I hustled over and using the 
same tone of. address answered, 
"Excuse me Leo-" 
"The name's Mick." 
"Alright then Mick, what do 
you think U.C. is going to do to 
X.U. or vice yersa next Satur-
day?" 
"Who wants to know?" 
This really threw me. , I 
scratched my head in pursuit of 
a :tactful answer. A couple 
walked by and I heard remarks 
about how tough the architecture 
"That's the wife. I do all the 
talking in the family. Can't see 
this modern business of every 
lioness shooting off about eve711 
subject under the sun." . 
"But I . always thought lady 
lions didn't have manes." 
."Truth of the matter i3 she's 
a model and has to keep her 
mane long like that. Makes for 
better symmetry too." 
"Do you have a few things to 
say about Saturday's games?" 
"Hold you1>horses there Char-
lie, I'm coming to that." ., 
"I'm not trying to rush you, 
I've got all night." 
"Glad to hear ·it, don't vex me 
either. You'd better be quiet here 
comes the Sam Spade of the 
campus.'' 
The watchman hobbled by, did 
a double take, started on his 
way again and then turned' back 
to rrie saying, "No classes tonight 
kid, its Sunday." Foolishly I 
told him I was studying. "Awful 
poor light to be studying by but 
go right ahead." 
"Thanks." I breathed in relief. 
"Well done. Now then we 
were going to talk about-darn! 
Come here a minute'" will you?" 
I ambled over ·beside him. 
"Cigarette?" I offered, 
. "Now don't get tµnny. Who 
(Continued on. Page 6) 
God, infused with sanctifying ,grace and responsible for your own 
eternal destiny. That growth comes about primarily with your r~cep­
tion of the life giving sacraments. But that growth is also influenced 
by every action of the day, by your contact with your fellow students, 
by your contact "'.Ith the professors, and especially by your own 
habits of action constantly repeated. You are supposed to leave these 
halls when you graduate, Christian gentlemen. And it is our business 
to see that you do. 
I have great faith in Xavier men, and I have known and do know 
thousands of them. I have always maintained that if you ask them 
something reasonably they will respond readily. If you put the facts 
before them, they are loyal and intelligent and reasonable. That Is 
why I am here today. 
I am· askln1 you to conduct yourselves throughout this year as 
· Christian gentlemen; to be extremely careful of your conduct pri-
marily at any Xavier function but also at any place where you are 
identified as a Xavier student. I ask you to instill into yourselves 
the old fashioned virtues of honesty and respect for authority, virtues 
which are sadly lackin1 In the world today, but virtues which should 
be the hall-mark of every Xavier man. Treat the property of others 
even better than you would treat your own property. Treat the 
persons of your guests at a dance, treat any woman with whom you 
come in contact as you would like your own Mother to be treated. 
Live In the dormitory and treat the· furnishln1s there as you would 
treat the furniture Jn your own homes. 
And you do all this not because you are beln1 watched or pun-
ished, but beeauae of your own· Inner Integrity of charaeter. There 
must be survelllanee and there must be penalties. One reason Is to 
protect the reputation of the University and of the Student BodJ. 
So anyone who does not deserve to be a Xavier student will not be 
(Continued on Page 9) 
Symphony 
Preview 
By Bill DUque 
Today at 2:00 p.m. and. tomor-
row at 8:30 p.m. the Cincinnati 
Symphony Orchestra under its · 
conductor Thor Johnson com-
mences its sixty-third season. My 
procedure for these concerts will 
be as it was last year, namely, a 
preview of the compositions that 
will be played. In doing .... so, I 
hope that more students may be 
induced to attend some of these 
concerts. 
The first concert of the season 
will be an all orchestral concert 
made up of works by Wolfgang 
Amadeus Mozart, Paul Hinde-
mith, and Johannes Brahms. Thor 
Johnson, who will in all proba-
bility be conducting his l.ast sea-
son here, will open the program 
with Mozart's · "Symphony in D 
major, K. 385 (Haffner). This is 
one of the more popular ·of Mo-
zart's forty-one symphonies. Im-
mediately following this the or-
chestra will play "Mathis der 
Maler" (Symphony in three 
movements) by Paul Hindemith. 
This work was composed in 1934 
as an opera, and was arranged 
as a symphonic suite. Paul Hinde-
mith ranks as one of the foremost 
composers oi the early 20th cen-
tury. Born in Hanau, Germany, 
November 16, 1895, he is a viola 
player as well as a co~poser. He 
was also a· Professor o~ Music at 
Yale University in 1941. 
After the intermission, Dr. 
Johnson will conduct the orches-
tra in a performance of Brahm'a 
"Symphony No. 2 in D major, 
Opus 73." Brahms is considered 
to be the greatest symphonic 
composer of the second half of · 
the 19th century. As a special 
item of interest to. those of you 
who might have been fans of the 
late Arturo Toscanini, this par-
ticularly symphony was per-
formed by him at a special con-
cert given in Music Hall on Feb-
ruary, 13 and 14, 1942. This was 
the only occasion that Toscanini 
conducted the Cincinnati Sym-
phony Orchestra. The late maes-
tro has recorded all four of 
Brahm's symphonies with the 
N.B.C. Symphony Orchestra on 
R.C.A. Victor· records. 
DOWN 
FRONT 
By Ken Kluela 
In c o n s i d e r i n g "The Fuzzy 
Nightgown (Palace) 'it's all a 
matter of perspective. In other 
words it depends upon how you 
look at it. Really, when you come 
right down to it, · there's not 
much to it-the plot I mean. 
It's a rather trite story. Ralph 
~eeker kidnaps Jane Russell and 
holds her for ransom in a. se-
cluded hideout. Left alone to 
their resources they manage to 
amuse themselves. They don't 
suffer from boredom. As a result 
Jane Russell manages to fall in 
love with him. 
Now this prese~ts a d-ilemma. 
You see the kidnapping occurs 
the night of the premiere of 
Laurel Steven's (Jane Russell) 
new picture, The Kidnapped 
Bride. Naturally the press and 
the public consider this a ·pub-
licity stunt. So-o-o. this presents 
a problem. If the kidnapping is 
called off and she returns home 
unharmed, this will lend cred-
ence to the hoax theory. 
Typically Hollywood, the kid-
napper is not really a 1Jeel at all. 
You see he .was convicted of a 
crime he didn't commit and now · 
(Continued on'P.,e I) 
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RUN N.I N\G 
THE, 
-GA'MUT' 
By Jolan Shanahan 
The stampede was on January 31, 1955. The male of the 
species, in one mad rush, came running, sledding, pedaling, 
stumbling into _his local draft office. It was a wild race. The 
less fit were trampled underfoot. The polite were simply jostled out of contention while. a few onlookers, who just 
didn't care, looked on. 
Here come the animals, seb'n 
by seb'n, 
the old fat pig sa11s-"Who's 
dat shevin'?" 
The little hand was on the 
four and the big hand was at 
the top. There was a signal. The 
door wa8 slammed, 1bolted and a 
shade drawn, proclaiming that 
the G.I. Bill would· no longer be 
available. The scramble was 
over. 
· ier, a bomb in the Museum of 
National Archives would be ade-
quate. Damage? Damage? What 
damage? · They're both insured. 
This is no time to be sentimental! 
For those who got it, the bill 
was really a good deal, but 
what about the ones who didn't 
beat the /deadline? How about 
the undergrads who haven't 
served yet? Should they be 
denied government aid towards 
graduate work after they've 
served their time? Graduate 
school seems a long way off 
when you know there'll 1be no 
monthly check coming in. Now 
it is reasonable to say that' the 
more education the members 
have, the stronger the state. 
Right? Of course. Well then, . 
doesn't it follow (though not 
necessarily) that the G.I. Bill 
should ,be brought back? You 
could do it. 
"Don't be absurd." 
· No really. Not ,by writing your 
congressman, you probably don't 
even know who he is. I don't 
know who mine is. Maybe I 
don't even have one. No, all that 
takes too long. If we want to 
use the ·bill for education within 
the next five- years, we'll have 
to get things going now; you 
know how things are in Wash-
ington-why there's , a rumor 
going around up there right this 
minute--
It seems. that a certain general 
-who'd 1been reassigned was clean-
ing out his desk. He found, in 
the upper left-hand drawer, 
underneath a ,pair of spats, a 
letter regarding the Indian men-
ace at Roanoke. Island,· and re-
questing immediate federal aid. 
Naturally, they're trying to 
put a lid on the whole matter. 
There are two solutions to th• 
problem of bringing back the 
bill. One is to start a riot or 
skirmish-nothing dangerous, of 
course, but just loud enough to 
force a renewal of the bill. One 
the alarmists might call war. It 
would need-1) Good publicity, 
and 2) Proximaty. That is to 
say, a good location. I have it on 
the best authority that if the , 
battle were waged on the White 
House lawn, cap guns would do 
the trick, a simple game of cops 
and robbers. However, there is 
a risk of the •war" extending 
itself; raging, perhaps; down 
Pennsylvania Avenue and out ot · 
the city; a possibility of New 
York night-clubbers joining in.-
There's the rub, conceivable 
bloodshed. So we turn to the 
second solution. 
Do you ·know what we do? 
Well, do you? Have you ever 
been in Washington? It's like 
four o'clock traffic all the time, 
all over, inside and out. It's 
really hectic! Can you picture-
can you just imagine what it'• 
like during a national emer-
gency? That's the solution. We 
merely create a brief, but deti-1 
nite, national emergency. A' well-
placed match in the Ubrar)o ot 
Con1res1, or better, though ritk~ 
The rest is easy. During the 
utter confusion, a few well-
chosen statesmen slip the bill 
through, unnoticed. Maybe we 
could even arrange to have it 
retroactive. Well, what do you 
think? You do, huh? Pardon me, 
I have to see a man about some 
"soup." 
Ed Note 
' Tlie above column was written 
by John Shanahan, editor of the 
Athenaeum. John brings with 
him to the News a wealth of 
talent and experience. 
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ACTIVE YEAR PLANNED 
The Philopedian Debating Soci-
ety of Xavier held its· second 
meeting of the year last Wed-
nesday evening in the Philops 
Towers, above the cafeteria. The 
debaters met to discuss plans for 
the coming year and to welcome 
new members. Among these were 
Sophomore Frank Messman and 
Freshmen Cort Doughty, Tom 
Donahoe, T. J. Paulus, Tom Kuhl-
man, Richard Butyrne, and Tom 
Simons. 
The Philopedian Society is be-
ginning its 118th year with a 
new, revised constitution. Writ-
ten over the summer by Junior 
Dan Brislane, Vice-President of 
the Society, the new constitution 
preserves the spirit of this oldest 
student organization, while at 
the same time bringing certain 
rules and practices up to date. 
The constitution has been ap-
proved by the members and by 
Student Council. 
After placing Xavier Univer-
sity in the national limelight for 
the past 2 years with the annual 
Robert S. Marx National Invita-
tional Debate Tournament, the 
Philopedian Society is looking 
forward to a busy and successful 
season. Tentative plans have been 
made for a migrntion to Detroit 
on October 18-19 to debate the 
University of Detroit and attend 
the football' game. On October 
28, Xavier debaters will journey 
to Louisville for a practice de~ 
bate with Bellarmine College. On 
November 2, the Philops wfll 
play host for the semi-annual 
debate tournament of the Na-
tional Federation of Catholic 
College Students. 
In addition to these events, the 
Philops will attend a number of 
debate tournaments around the 
country in the months to come. 
And in the spring \hey will again 
hold the Marx Tournament, which 
brings debaters from 23 collegea 
and universities to Xavier. 
College debaters all over the 
nation this year will be arguini: 
the national debate topic for 
1957-58, "Resolved: That the re-
quirement of membership in a 
labor organization as a condition 
of employment should be illegal." 
Anyone inte;ested in joining 
the Philopedian Society is invited 
to attend the weekly meeting on 
Wednesday evening at 8:00 p.m. 
in the Philops Towers, on the 
3rd floor of the Union buildinii. 
CAMPUS CLOTHES· 
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TW'fL.i:~·r~~d .... TWE·E·D~--SHOP 
NATURAL SHOULDER SU.ITS 
Ivy styled in thet authentic eastem tradition. 
Tweeds, herrlnqbones, oxford flannels, chev-
iots, worsteds. In all the subdued Ivy colors. 
$59.50 
NATURAL SHOULDER 
SPORT COATS 
Authentic Ivy fashion. Tweeda, herrinqbonea, 
flannels, unfinished worsteds ••• ~ quiet Ivy 
aolids, strlpH, and qlen plaids. 
$45.00 
FLANNEL SLACKS 
AU wool: choice of all fall ahadH. 
$13.95 
IVY CREW NECK SWEATERS 
100% wool In charcoal, qranlte, natural, coal 
qrHn, brown. 
" 
$10.95 
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SOUTH HALL 
·ouARTERBACK 
Muskies Erupt To Down Miami 
Fourth Quarter Blitz Brings Home Coveted Wi11, Unit 
By Ed Adam•, Xavier News Sporls Editor 
There's a sign on the wall of the Miami locker room that asserts, 
"Winning isn't everything. It's the only thing." A fair percentage 
of the· time Redskin teams uphold this motto of Coach Johnny Pont, 
especially in gridiron matches with Xavier's Musketeers. Yet last 
Saturday afternoon, along with their unwarranted disembling of 
Miami Stadium, Musketeer followers· might well have altered one OI 
the words of the dressing room motto. For after one of the sweetest 
victories in years, "Winning wasn't everything. It was the Xavier 
thin,g." 
The Redskins, possibiy out of force of habit, sparkled in the first 
quarter, tallying a pair of TDs while holding the Muskies to nary a 
first down. X fortunes were fading fast. Suddenly, bolstered by a 
never-say-die sort of confidence, Xavier began fighting back. From 
this second period forward the Musketeers resembled a snowball 
rolling downhill, gradually at first, then picking up speed, and finally 
~aining so much momentum that stopping was impossible. 
Bouquets could be hurled in many directions; to 
Jerry Casper whose imaginative selection of plays, in the words 
of "Mick" Connolly, took "real guts." 
Tom Riley whose 62 yard punt return set up X's fourth TD. 
John Silvati and his fellow Muskies whose downfield blocking 
paved the way for Little Tom's .gallop. 
Jocko Sereika who the Redskins couldn't bring down with less 
than three tacklers. · · 
The guys up front who opened the holes. 
The welcome turnabout of form that struck both squads after 
the second Miami touchdown was explained from the Oxford stand-
point by Neil Putnam, second string Redskin center and the writer's 
first cousin. "We let up when we went ahead 13-0 and couldn't pull 
together again. The older fellows on the squad knew that we shouldn't 
let up against X, :but I guess some of the younger guys didn't." Said 
Neil as he hurled his Red and White helmet into his locker, "We've 
got a better team than Xavier, but we didn't today." 
• • • • • 
Tomorrow afternoon at the Clifton Avenue Horseshoe, the Mus-
kies pair off against the University of Cincinnati Bearcats in what 
traditionally is labeled "the game of the year." · 
Here's a comparison of the two squads, position for position: 
ENDS-In Gene Johnson, UC presents a fast, sure-handed ball player, 
almost but not quite as talented as Capt. Bob Young. Jim Leo, two 
• years ago a high school All-American, lacks the experience of the 
Muskies' Tom Krebs. 
TACKLES-Joe Schroeder at 219 and Art DelConte at 218 provide X 
with an 18-pound weight advantage over Ed Denk and Max Mess-
ner. Xavier holds the edge in both experience and size. 
GUARDS-Charlie Black, one of the three fastest Bearcats, and Co-
Captain Ron Couch grab the guard laurels in a tight race with Jim 
Bushell. and Jack Paris. Couch, though slow, is the 'Cats' middle 
euard on defense. 
By Jack Gardner 
The Miami fans sat in utter amazement as they witnessed 
a seemingly easy victory for their home town heroes turn into 
a most humiliating defeat at the hands of the Musketeers, who 
displayed another one of their patented fourth quarters. Behind 
13 to 12 going into the final stanza they exploded for 27 points 
as they all but scalped the mighty Redskins from Oxford, Ohio. 
The speedy but powerful Curt per slipped over from the three. 
Gent'ty struck for two touch- That was all the scoring in the 
downs the first two times Miami third period although they did 
had the ball, the first one coming what all teams try to do. They 
from 23 yards out as he scamp- kept possession of the football 
ered right end just eight plays almost.- the entire quarter. 
after the opening kickoff. Late in Muskies Explode 
the same period he climaxed a In the final period all hades 
73 yard ·goalward march as he broke loose as they turned a nip 
slipped passed the goalposts from and tuck encounter into a car-
the two. At this point the Mus- nage. Terry Meyer, climaxing a 
kies had reached the ebb' of the 50-yard drive· powered his way 
season. Their football graph was over from the one. Miami failed 
at its lowest point. But on this to move the ball and were forced 
very same afternoon this line to kick. Tom' Reilly, the little 
was to suddenly change directi'on speedster· from Jackson, Michi-
and soar to new heights. gan, gathered in the pigskin on 
Xavier took the kickoff on its his 25 and with it great variety 
own 37 and with Jerry Casper of downfield blocking and run-
displaying some great and some ning ability shot 62 yards to the 
times surprising signal calling Redskins' 13. From here, Meyer 
engineered the Muskies to pay ·took over and took it the rest of 
dirt in 11 plays where he hit the \vay. 
Tom Krebs with a pass from 4 Coffin Closed 
yards out. <Miami, trying desperately to 
Nailing Down Coffin come back, drove their way . to 
Late in the first half Miami another score as George Scott 
got started again and drove from took it in from the 13, making 
their own 47 to a first down on the score now 26 to 19. Xavier, 
the Xavier 4 in four plays. At like a vicious dog, snapped right 
this point Xavier's h~ghly re- back with a drive covering 64 
garded defense began to shine. yards which ended when Casper 
They hit Dave Thalen savagely hit Bob Young in the end zone 
at the line of scrimmage causing from 4 yards out. This sealed the 
him to fumble where we recov- Redskins' perverbial coffin, as 
ered in the end zone for a touch- the clock registered only 1 min-
back. This was the turning point ute, five seconds to go. Now, 
in the game· as it put the first adding insult to nijury, Jocko 
·spike in the Miami coffin. - Serieka intercepted a Mourouzis 
X Drives Over pass on the ~i~mi 45 and had 
Driving Fullbacks Feature J 
In Fourteenth Renewal ~ 
Nippert Stadium's turf is in for quite a grindi 
Xavier's Jocko Serieka, and U.C.'s Walt Gordon s 
Fullback slots. Serieka has won his spurs since th1 
while Gordon has alternated off and on with Bohl 
Roeckers Spearheads 
Dayton Plays Host For 
On Thursday, October 17, the 
Xavier Freshmen carry their 
fo,otball talents to Dayton for a 
night game with the Flyers. This 
will be the first encounter of a 
scheduled four game season. 
Always a ready foe the Dayton 
Frosh will have their hands full 
with a sterling array of Muskie 
stars. Smashing fullback, Walt 
(Couch) Roeckers is certain to be 
a ·bothersome thorn in the Flyers 
side. A Xav!er lineup containing 
eight all state selections, includ-
ipg the following: Ron Costello, 
Phil Long, Ron Ziegler, Lou 
confident that l 
prepared to 1 
team on the st 
Following th1 
Little Muskie 
-· 
. -
FROSH FOOTJ 
October 
17 Thursday, a 
25 Friday, MJa1 
November 
1 Friday Ohio 
B Friday Mar! 
CENTER-With Freg Fennell temporarily sidelined, Dick Seomin 
deserves the nod at center over the Musketeers' capable Gene Terry. 
QUARTERBACK-Joe Morrison, UC's Golden-Boy All-American can-
didate, hobbled out of the Houston game on his recurrently ailing 
ankle. A healthy Morrison tops Jerry Casper, but Casper tops an 
ailing Morrison or anything else the 'Cats can offer. 
What went on in the visiting nothing .but daylight between him 
locker room at halftime can only and touchdown land to make the 
be guessed at, .but the Musketeers final score read 39 for Xavier 
were a determined bunch as they and 19 for Miami. The result of 
returned to the gridiron for the which . .leaves but one thought in 
second half. They took the open- this reporter's mind. What if 
ing kickoff on their 43 and in 5 there were five periods in a foot- . 
plays had their second score. Cas- ball game? 
Martin, Gene Tomczak, Walt 
. Roeckers, John Kappas, and Ed 
Davis will prove a c,onvincing 
asset to the Muskies advantage. Brockman 
Monday 
Intramural L,ineup 
Hall Playfleld 4:45 Cecil!! vs. Brockman !•niil 
Huntington 
Miami of Ohio 
Ohio Universit: 
ber 1, then m 
game with Mi 
8. The last 
scheduled for 1 
HALFBACK-An exceptionally gifted defender, Barry Moroney, and 
Soph Larry De Vincentis, the Bearcats ace punter, rank fairly even 
with X's hard-running Terry Meyer - Myron Kilgore combination. 
FULLBACK-Jocko Serieka has improved with every game to become 
the Musketfilers' No. 1 offensive threat. Jocko is not only tough up 
~ the middle but also around the ends. We'll take Serieka over Walt 
Gordon, an above average fullback. 
Kilgore Sparkles In Blocking, 
Contributes Tliree Years' Ability 
· By Bob Novak 
A fellow who took home the questionnaire, that is the 
cornerstone of this story, scratched out a rough copy of his 
answers, and drove back\ to X with a ·typed copy the same 
night is in the limelight this week. This halfback has been 
one of the bulwarks of Coach Connolly's winning career at 
:~i?r~~~::~:n;;::ie?:h~::E f ·:···:·/: .......... .,., ............................ .. 
•ince he's the only senior starting · .. 
in the backfield and he's been I' . 
holding down that same spot for 
the last three years. . · 
Three years ago the fans were 
used to seeing a different type 
of Kilgore than the Myron that 
played last Saturday. For those 
of us who have been here three 
years, we remember when Kil-
gore used to be the elusive 
speedster. Last Saturday as My-
ron puts it he was "the coach's 
secret weapon." Although he 
carried only a few times, he was 
the man in the backfield who 
was doing all the blocking, what 
you would call a wing back. 
When Myron was asked to com-
ment on the supposed romp, he Myron KU1ore 
3:45 Brockman Campbell v1. 
Stampers 
4:45 Cecils vs. Brockman Cowell 
Tuesday 
3:45 DSB'S vs. Erasers 
4:45 Brockman Jacobs v•. 
Brockman' Sengla 
Wednesday 
3:45 Badgers vs. Brockman 
Cowell 
4:45 Brockman Campbell va. 
Erasers 
Thursday 
3:45 DSB'S vs. Brockman Jacobs 
maintained that "Miami has a 
good. team and playing them was 
no- picnic." 
Seeing that Myron participated 
in both track and basketball in 
high school, I had planned to 
ask him if he were surprised and 
and disappointed to find out 
that X didn't have a track squad. 
However, I mistakenly used the 
word "football" where the word 
"track" should have been. This 
undoubtedly puzzled Myron, ·but 
not for long. He snapped back 
with, "Xavier has a darn good 
football team." While talking 
about the years gone by, Myron 
said that he had enjoyed all 
three sports that he had partici-
pated in at De Porres, but had 
decided to play college football 
because "he had less experience 
in football than in the other two 
and wanted to learn more abbut 
the.game." And he surely has. 
"BoJ.• Week Mayor" 
For thos~ students who read 
the senior review in the back of 
Dust Bowl 
_Monday 
3 :45 Elet Annex vs. Lion1 · 
4:45 Elet Annex vs. All Star1 
Tuesday 
3:45 All Stars vs. Elet 1 
4:45 Brains vs. Saints 
Wednesday 
3:45 AU Stars vs. Touri1t1 
4:45 Brains vs. Marionltea 
Thursday 
3:45 Lions vs. Saints 
4:45 Marionites vs. All Stars 
the football programs, you might 
have wonder!'!d what Myron's 
being "Boy's Week Mayor" was 
all about. Well here's how Myron 
explains it. "This was strictly a 
political affair. We had to make 
a talk on the political situation . 
in Cincy and put our ideas across • 
to the students from other 
schools. Then some of us were 
elected by the students to the 
different offices. The mayor was 
in charge of conducting the 
co.uncil of students. In· addition 
to this he gave a couple of 
speeches before various civil 
groups." Just like politics, very 
complicated~ 
To Bow Out 
At the end of this season both 
Coach Connolly and the Xavier· 
football fans will notice that 
empty spot that Myron will 
leave as he goes out to try to 
teach some other fellows the 
things he has learned in the 
classroom and on the football 
field. 
Coach Ed Biles, now in his 
second year, had nothing but 
high praise for his '57 squad. 
They're certain\Y a hard working 
group with the winning attitude 
we· need," stated Mr. Biles mak-
ing special mention of his full-
back Roeckers, and center Jerry 
McDonnell., Biles seemed quite 
A confident, i 
with a winnin~ 
to one thing, v 
Musketeer trac 
Little Muskies! 
Too Important To Forget 
The tremendous value of milk as a 
'· energy restoring food makes it an e: 
in every student's diet. 
ff. MILLER DAIRY CO. 
.. 656 East McMillan WOodl 
ARE YOU AGGRESSIVE? 
DO YOU WANT TO MAKE EXTRA l 
Sales and Promotion Dept. of a local ort 
1eeking college students to round out 
Hours arranged to fit your sche1 
If interested co .. tact 
David Hoffmann at AV l·HOl 
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Fourteeutb Renewal Of Rivalry 
·t Stadium's turf is in for quite a grinding tomorrow with 
ocko Serieka, and U .C.'s Walt Gordon squaring off in the 
lots. Serieka has won his spurs since the season's opening, 
Ion has alternated off and on with Bobby DelRosa. 
:leers Spearheads Assault, 
on Plays Host For Opener 
day, October 17, the 
reshmen carry their 
lents to Dayton for a 
~ with the Flyers. This 
e first encounter of a 
four game season. 
ready foe the Dayton 
have their hands full 
rling array of Muskie 
ishing fullback, Walt 
oeckers is certain to be 
:ne thorn in the Flyers 
.v!er lineup containing 
tate selections, includ-
llowing: Ron Costello, 
:, Ron Ziegler, Lou 
~ene Tomczak, Walt 
John Kappas, and Ed 
l prove a cpnvincing 
~ Muskies advantage. 
~d Biles, now in his 
ar, had nothing but 
:e for his '57 squad. 
rtain\Y a hard working 
1 the winning attitude 
stated Mr. Biles mak-
l mention of his full-
kers, and center Jerry 
. , Biles seemed quite 
confident that his boys were well 
prepared to meet the Dayton 
team on the seventeenth. 
Following the Flyer game, the 
Little Muskies play host to 
--
FROSH FOOTBALL SCHEDULE 
October 
17 Thursday, at Dayton 8:00 p.m. 
25 Friday, Miami at XU 3:30 p.m. 
November 
1 Friday Ohio U. at XU 3:30 p.m. 
8 Friday Marshall at 
Huntington, W. Va. 3:30 p.m. 
Miami of Ohio on the 25th with 
Ohio University here on Novem-
ber 1, then away for the final 
game with Marshall November 
8. The last three games are 
scheduled for afternoon play. 
A confident, hard fighting team 
with a winning attitude adds up 
to one thing, victory in the true 
Musketeer tradition. Good luck, 
Little Muskies! 
Important To Forget-
"he tremendous value of milk as a natural 
'· 1nergy restoring food makes it an essential 
n every student's diet. 
• MILLER DAIRY CO., INC. 
tast McMillan WOodburn 1-2474 
ARE YOU AGGRESSIVE? 
{OU WANT TO MAKE EXTRA MONEY???1 
and Promotion Dept. of a local organization is 
ldng college students to round out their staff 
Hours arranged to fit your schedule 
If interested co•tact 
David Hoffmann at AV l·HOl 
By Robert J, Conies, Atl1letic P11blicity Director, 
Xavier U niversiiy· 
(Ed. Note-To the best of my knowledge this is the first history Xaviel"'s touchdown passes were caught in the same spot in the east 
of the Cincinnati-Xavier football series ever compiled. In the research corner of the north end zone. The line score: 
aml other work involved I have attempted to secure the facts in order Xavier 0-0-13-0--13 
to eliminate personal opinion (mine included) from this paper. Be- u.c. 7-0-0-0- 7 
c1rJse of the interest and keen enthusiasm of t)lis traditional rivalry, 
I fully intend to expand and continue the work on this history in the 
near future. That ever-present time factor keeps me from writing 
anything more than this brief history at this time. I hope this work 
adds its bit to this exemplary Queen City Classic-R. J. Coates.) 
1918 (Sat. Dec. 7) Cincinnati 12, Xavier 0. This is the. first meeting 
of the football teams of the University of Cincinnati and Xavier 
University. UC won the inaugural by scoring 12 points in the second 
period before, what the newspaper accounts called, "a large crowd." 
The "varsity," as UC was called in those days, had a "superior weight" 
advantage over the "Saints," as the St. Xavier College team of this 
era was nicknamed. Xavier adopted \its present name in 1930. Both 
teams used "straight football" and UC scored first on a five, yard run 
by Halfback Justice. Halfiback Scherloh intercepted a Xavier pass 
and returned it 30 yards for the second score. Both conversion attempts 
_were missed. Justice of UC and McCarthy of Xavier .were called the 
oest players of the game. This first of these traditional games was 
arranged on Friday, Nov. 29, 1918 in a ten minute meeting between 
Coach Chambers of UC and Business Manager Liebold of Xavier. 
The line score: 
u.c. 0-12-0-0--12 
Xavier~ 
The line-ups and substitutions of that first game~ 
Cincinnati Pos. Xavier 
Fich .................................................... LE .............................................. Grause 
Roberts .............................................. LT ............................................ Twomey 
Newman ............................................ LG ...................... :........................... Bein 
Pape .................................................. C ................................................ Eberts 
Kuhn ................................................ ::". RG ................................................ Casey 
Seitz .................................................. RT ................................................ Alston 
Weyers .............................................. RE .............. :........................... Moorman 
Hopkins ............................................ QB ........................................ Hellenthal 
Stark .................................................. LH .......................................... Grainger 
Justice .............................................. RH ............................................ Cushing 
Watkins .":. ......................................... FB ................................ Noppenberger 
UC Substitutions-Hankes, Shulock, Heinold, Coons, Scherloh· 
Xavier Substitutions-McFarland, Kennedy, McCarthy, Roffes 
1942 (Sat. Nov. 23) Cincinnati 9, Xavier O. Interest was high for this 
first game between the two schools in 24 years. Some 22,000 tickets 
were sold but the estimated crowd was only 17,000 due to bad weath-
. er. It rained most of the week before the game and the fie!~ was 
'sloppy. Only one pass was attempted, that by Xavier. UC had three 
first downs, all by rushing. Xavier had four first downs, all by pen-
alties. After. a s_ee;.saw scoreless deadlock for three quarters, UC 
scored a touchdown, extra point and safety in the final period. UC 
punted out of bounds on the Xavier one yard line. Musketeer Half-
back Chet Mutryn, back in punt formation, momentarily fumbled a 
bad pass from center and his hurried kick was recovered by UC on 
the seven. UC Fullback Ollie Robinson went over the left side from 
the seven for the touchdown. Bib Reeves converted. Later UC· scored 
a safety as Mutryn's punt was blocked• and Owen Weis recovered 
in the end zone. The line score: · 
Xavier~O-O 
u.c. 0--0-0-9-9 
1946 (Sat. Nov. 9> Cincinnati 39, Xavier 0. UC registered its third 
consecutive shutout of the Musketeers. Although some 24,000 fans 
had bought tickets, 1'7,000 persons were on hand for this post-war 
renewal of the Series. Halfback Roger Stephens romped 22 yards 
for the first score. The Bearcats scored three times in the second 
period on a pass from Alkie Richards to Gene Ruehlman for 40 yards, 
a three yard plunge by Al Sa:bato and a 57 yard run by Hal Johnson. 
· Stephens ran for a 52 yard TD-run and Tom O'Malley passed for a 
15-yard touchdown to Stan Klimczak for final period scores. Extra 
points were added by Ollie Friese, O'Malley and Sarsfield. The line 
score: 
Xavier 0-0--0-0-I 
u.c. 6-20--0-13--39 
1947 (Sat. Oct. 25) Cincinnati 27, Xavier 25. Some .30,000 fans were 
on hand for this thrilling battle. Jimmy Liber scored Xavier's first 
points. in the series with a 4?ne-yard plupge in the first period. Alkie 
Richards went over from one yard out and Al Sabato scored from 
two yards away. for l:TC in the second qµarter. Just before the half 
Xavier Guard Jack Tracy recovered a blocked kick in the end· zone 
for a touchdown, but' UC led at halftime, 13-12. Tom O'Malley passed 
13 yards to Richards for a third period score and Don McMillan threw 
seven yards to Roger Stephens for UC final score in the fourth period. 
Tom Jessen conver.ted on three of four placements for ·the edge. Xav-
ier tallied twice iri the final period on a one-yard plunge by Jack 
Oliver after which Mike \rarchola converted and Bob McQuade passed 
37 yards in the end zone· to John Martinkovic late in the game. The 
line score: 
Xavier 6-6-0-13-25 
u.c. 0-13-7-7~27 
1948 (Sat. Oct. ~) Xavier 13, Cincinnati 7. The Musketeers recorded 
their first victory in the serieS as 28,000 fans looked on. UC scored 
with eight minutes to play in the first period on a pass from Tom 
O'Malley to Alkie Richards from six yards out. Tom Jessen converted. 
All of Xavier's scorine was :confi_ned to the third period and all 13 
points came from the right arm of Quarterback Bob McQuade. End 
Jim DeFranco caught a 22 yard pass for the first score, but Xavier 
missed two chances for the extra point. McQuade then passed ten 
yards to Jim Liber for the .aecond TD. After a high pass from center 
McQuade passed to Liber for the extra point. Oddly enough both.of 
'. 
1949 (Sat. Nov. 12) Xavier 20, Cincinnati 14. Xavier had to fight off 
a second half rally by UC to win their second straight game of the 
series. A crowd of 29,555 witnessed Xavier's scoring in the first thr.ee 
periods. Bob McQuade passed to Hugh O'Brien for six yards and 
Gerry Keefe converted. In the second period Bob Finnell ran for a 
20-yard touchdown and Keefe's kick was blocked. Cliff Wilke· drove 
over from the three and Keefe converted to end Xavier's scoring. 
Tom O'Malley passed 42 yards to End Ralph Staub for UC's first 
score in the third period. Howie Bellamah ran 24 yards for the final 
tally in the fourth stanza. George Schuster converted twice for the 
Bearcats. The line score: 
Xavier 7-6--7-0--20 
u.c. 0-0-7-7-14 
1950 (Sat. Nov. 18) Cincinnati 33, Xavier 20. UC piled up a 33-7 lead 
at the end of three periods, but Xavier came with a rush in the 
fourth quarter which fell short. It was Xavier's only loss of the 
season. Dan McKeever scored from the one and Gene Rossi threw 
the first of his four touchdown passes of the day to Bob Stratton 
for a 26 yarder in the second period. Bob Finnell ran over from 17 
yard out before the half for Xavier and Gerry Keefe converted. 
,Rossi hit Dick Jarvis, Jim Kelly and Stratton for 18, 20 and 27 yard 
scoring strikes in the third period. Jim Holstein converted after UC's 
first three scores. Jimmy Liber scored twice in the final period on 
plunges of one and two yards. Keefe conve1·ted aftei; the final touch-
down. The line score: 1 
Xavier 0:--7-0-13----20 
u.c. 0-14-10-0--33 
1951 (Sat. Nov. 17) Xavier 26, Cincinnati O. This was the battle of 
the undefeated. UC had won nine straight and Xavier hadn't lost in 
eight games. Tabbed as the largest crowd ever to witness this classic, 
up~ards of 30,000 fan~ were o~ hand. As UC threatened with a pene-
trating march deep mto Xavier territory,. Xavier Halfback Jackie 
Hahn picked off a pass and ran 98 yards for a touchdown. The extra 
p~int attempt was blocked but Xavier went into the second period 
with a 6-0 lead. Tom Mussio scored the first of his two touchdowns 
from six yard out and Xavier tallied on a free-flicker pass play from 
Quarterback George Gilmartin to End Jack Dowd to Half.back Bob 
Finnell for. a 30 yard play and Xavier had a 19-0 halftime lead. Mus-
sio scored on a five-yarder in the final period. Jim Poynte1· converted 
after the second and fourth TDs. It was the Bearcats' only loss of the 
campaign. The line score: 
Xavier 6-13--0-7--26 
u.c. 0-0--0--0- 0 
1952 (Sat. Oct. 11) Cincinnati 20, Xavier 13. Some 27,500 fans wit-
nessed this exciting battle. UC scored in each of the first two periods 
for a 14-7 halftime lead. Gene Rossi passed 16 yards to End Glenn 
Dillhoff in the first and Dom DelBene slipped over from the one in 
the second. Ralph Pisanelli converted each time. Xavier scored in 
the first period on a 14 yard touchdown pass from Joe Degaro to 
Jack Dowd. Jim Poynter kicked the extra point. The Musketeers 
. tallied again in the third quarter on a four yard run by Halfback 
Bob Judd. The point after touchdown was missed and UC had a 14-13 
edge. The Bearcats cinched their victory as Fullback Joe Cancilla 
bulled over from the three in the_ final quarter. The line score: 
Xavier 7-0-6--0-13 
u.c. 7-7-0-6----20 
1953 (Sat. Oct. 17) Cincinnati 20, Xavier 6. UC ran up a 14-0 lead 
just before the half c_n touchdowns by Joe Cancilla. The first came 
on a 34 yard run and the second on a four yard plunge. Ferd Maccioli 
kicked both extra points. Quarterback Jim Brockhoff threw a 40-yard 
touchdown pass to Gino Paoloni 40 seconds before intermission for 
Xavier's only scoring. Fullback Joe Miller of UC brought the crowd 
to its feet as he dashed 91 yards through the middle of the Xavier 
line in the fom::,th period, but was caught from behind. It was the 
longest play from scrimmage in the series. Seconds later Dick Pardini 
went over from the one for the Bearcats' final touchdown. The line 
score: 
Xavier 0--6--0--6-.6 
u.c. 0-14--0-6 20 
1954 (Sat. Oct. 23) Cincinnati 33, Xavier 0. UC rolled to its third 
straight victory over Xavier as 28,000 fans were on hand. Halfback 
Dick Goist drove over from one yard out and Ferd Maccioli converted 
for the only scoring in the first half. Quarterback Mike Murphy 
tossed a six yard tpuchdown pass to Goist, who made a diving catch 
in the end zone. Maccioli added the point. UC scored 19 points in the 
final period. Goist went over from two yard out. Joe Miller scored 
on a four yard run and Paul Johnson passed for 21 yards to Don 
Presley. Marv Merritt added an extrµ point. Xavier did not make a 
first down the one-sided contest. The line score: 
Xavier 0-0--0--0- O 
u.c. 7-0--7-19-33 
1955 (Sat. Oct. 8) Xavier 37, Cincinnati 0. Xavier scored in every 
period, before 28,000 fans to record its most decisive win of the series. 
Halfback Bob Konkoly bulled over from ·the one and Don St. John 
added the points late in the first period. Konkoly kicked the only 
field goal 'of the series from 28 yards out in the second quarter. Norm 
Zmyslinski drove over from the one in the third period and St. john 
again converted. Twenty points were registered by the Muskete\'rS 
in the fourth stanza. Konkoly ran over from the two, Zmyslinski 
scored from the five and later ran 70 yards for a TD after intercepting 
(Continued on Page 9) 
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X.U. Band-Military Dept. Down .Front ·OBITER Dl,CTA (Continued from Page 2) 
Plan Elaborate Sliow is taking out his grudge on 
society. 
CContlnuecl'from P .. e 2> 
By Thomson Faller 
On Saturday, October 12 at the annual University of Cin-
cinnati-Xavier football game, the largest Xavier University 
Marching Band in history will present a colossal half-time 
show pertinent to the Columbus Day festivities. 
"Old Glory" and its illustrious history will be so elab-
orately displayed that 250 people . . " . 
will be fielded in order to pre- Gil bet t T. Mat mger, now m 
sent the eight spe<:tacular forma- his twelfth yca.r as dire~tor of 
tions. ·For the occasion the' 65 the. X.U. iBand, is conducting the 
piece X.U. Band will combine entire program. 
forces with the Military Depart- Of course Xavier's champion 
ment, under Lt. Colonel Donald twirling team of Harold Fuhr-
Connolly, Jr. man, Bill Miller, and Bonnie 
Ships will sail, trees grow, Heimann, Honorary Majorette; 
stars shine, and wagons roll as will be on hand to add sparkle 
this mass of marchers go through to the show. 
their snappy cadences. 
Seventy flags will be furnished 
by the Anthony Wayne Post of 
the Sons of the American Rev-
olution from Toledo, Ohio. 
One of the main features of the 
program and something not be-
fore attempted in this immediate 
area will be a mass recitation of 
the Pledge of Allegiance to the 
Stars and Stripes. 
The flags of our country will 
brandish in the wind as the Band 
brings to a grand finale this 
thrilling performance. 
Typewriter Sales and Rentals 
Standards and Portables 
By week or month 
STUDENT SPECIAL 
Typewriter, clean, ~II, adju1& 
and ribbon - $7.50 
Call PArkway · 1-5012 
Central Typewriter Co. 
GH Main Street 
As I have indicated the story 
. line is pretty slim, but the pic-
ture is still a lot of fun. Jane 
Russell will not win an Oscar 
for this performance but she's 
adequate. After all her selling 
point is ~ot her acting ability. 
Ralph Meeker doesn't have 
much to start with in the way of 
character but he does a pretty 
good job. 
The Jack of color definitely 
detracts from the .production. In 
spite of its shortcomings, it's 
worth seeing. · 
ever heard of a lion that smokes." 
I lighted mine and he said, 
"Scratch m11 back, right below 
the neck." 
"Here" 
"Little lower." I eneraetically 
went at his request. 
"Harder . . . Aw . . . that's 
good." Believe me scratching a 
lion's neck, or least this lion's 
neck is brutal on finger-nails. 
"Stone fleas?" I asked thinkin& 
perhaps I had found a lost tribe 
of flea11. 
"Naw, paint remover." 
"Paint remover?" I. was puz-
Two Mighty Good Men To Know 
20 Years Experience 
MUFFLERS 
CAR-LIFE 
GUARANtEE 
BRAKES 
RELINED 
$.17.50 
INSTALLED FREE AND UP 
M U F F L E R M A N - THE - B R A. K E M A N 
3858 Montgomery Rd. (Norwood) ME 1-6832 
' Dual Exhaust Systems - Sold Installed ~ 
The Ma~lboro Man 
\ 
lllVI 
"Sf&l·lfA1111" 
"He gets a lot to like-filter, flavor, nip-top box." The works. ""' ,.,, ,,,. ,.,, 
'-wlr..,, ... 
....... ~ 
.......... 
... ........ 
A filter that means business. An easy draw that's all 
flavor. And the flip-top box that ends crushed cigarettes. 
W,ADI IN llCHMONO, VllOINIA, PIOM A P'IZIO II~ 
zled. 
"They ;ust removed the laat 
of the red paint from m1/ pore• 
last week. Some of the remover 
still irritates my skin now and 
then." 
"Did the missus get some 
'make-up too?" I asked with 
mock concern in my voice. 
"Sure, those clowns didn't miss 
her. Did you ever get bubble gum 
in your l1air when 11ou were a 
kid?" 
"A few times." 
"Well this red ,paint is like 
bubble gum only it soaks in and 
naturally they can't just lop off 
a lock of hair like they d·id when 
you got gummed up. The brushes ·· 
I don't mind but that paint re-
mover is terrible stuff. Whew, 
what a smell! It ruins your ap-
petite, itches your skin and 
burns." · · 
"Not wanting to .push a point 
but it is getting late. Bernie how 
abou this' game." 
"Yessir Sonny, that· paint re-
mover sure is terrible. Whu I 
remember. one year when I was 
blue. As a matter of fact that· 
was some of your boys." 
"Heh, heh, well boys will be 
boys," my voice cracking I 
glanced over my shoulder look-
ing for a good straight path to 
a bicycle I remembered seein& 
parked at the cutb •. 
"No hard feel'ings though." 
.. "Glad to see you're such a 
sport," I said moving forward 
again. 
"Say, I just happened to think 
· of something ... " 
The original pu~ose of my 
interview. all but lost I listened 
to his question. "What's that?" 
"You know any other lions 
around town?" 
'N'o, can't say that I do." . 
"Too bad, some real character• 
around. You take those two out 
on North Bend road,· boy what 
characters! Always going out and 
having a little fl'inJg. Never know 
when to lay off the nip." 
I presumed he was speakin& of 
catnip but wasn't sure of the 
wisdom of verifying my pre-
sumption, so I dropped it. 
"There's always a few guy1 
like that." I knowingly remarked. 
"I used to 1be a nut on the 
circus." 
"Clyde Beatty and all that?" 
Gruffly laughing he said, "No, 
7.10, this ·is a little before old 
Clyde. Why I remember one da11 
when the lions were leading the 
Christians 12 to o and this guv 
Daniel stepped down . . .". 
"Yea, well Mick, now_ about 
Saturday." 
"lrfy, it is late isn't it. Being 
associated with old U.C. natu-
rally I'm a bit prejudiced but X 
does look good. Real good." 
"Anything else? Why do they 
look good or something alona 
that line?" 
"Can't say Sonny. Administra-
tion's pretty tight on official 
members of the University ;uat 
making off-hand remarks. ' 11 
you'll pardon me. now I've got 
to get some sleep. Have to be 
bright and erect and stern look-
ing in !he morning." 
"Thanks for your time Mick." 
"Think nothing of it What did 
you say your name was Sonnu'!" 
I hailed a cab and called from 
the· window ·before we pulled 
away, "Just call me Charlie, see 
you around the campus, Micki" 
WANTED-.... 
Ready, Willin1 and Able · 
Reporter1-'fypi1t1 
~pply X.U. Newa 
'( 
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The Night Side of The News· 
XI LES To Ride, Build 
Dick Glassmeyer, President of the XILES, welco~ed new 
members to the organization last week at a meeting held 
before the "Get Acquainted" dance. ·Dick announced the n~xt 
event will be a hayride on Sunday evening, October 27. During 
an interview earlier this week, Dick said, "As usual, XILES 
"THANKS" 
Thanks to everyone who at· 
tended the· dance by the XILES 
on October f. It was very cratify· 
ins to see such a fine group; A 
special vote of thanks to Ron 
Amend and Shirley .Beck, co-
chairmen of the dance. 
will be admitted free while non-
XILES will donate $.75. We will 
leave EC in a group on Sunday 
evening and will return before 
midnight. The time of departure 
will be announced later. XILES 
will be ·notified by telephone." 
Dick Glassmeyer and Mary Ann 
Rawe will co-chairmen the event. 
At the meeting ibefore the 
dance last week, Dick referred 
to the homecoming float, "We 
did it last year! Let's do it again! 
What did we do last year? We 
(EC) won a prize in the Home-
coming Parade. What prize did 
vie win? Tbe prize for being the 
most humorous. This WAS an ac-
complishment ·because our float 
was supposed to'· be of a more 
serious theme." 
This year the Evening College 
float is being sponsored by the 
XILES. Shirley Beck, Gail Ar-· 
nold, and Bill Kramer will act 
as co-chairmen of the float com-
mittee. Dick Glassmeyer's con-
cluding comments at the meeting 
encouraged XILES . to become 
active participants of these 
events. "We had a ball buildiJlg 
the float last year. Why don't 
you join the fun? Anyohe who 
wishes to help, contact one of 
the officers of the XILES or 
leave your name at the Evening 
College Office." 
Following the meetinJ;!, XILES 
and non-XILES donned their 
dancini .shoes as the first big 
social event of the season got 
under way. Upon observing the 
nice crowd that turned out for 
the meeting and dance, it was 
evident that the XILES orianiza· 
tion was definitely off to a good 
start. 
-Dick Glaumeyer 
Observance 
Catholic 
For 
Youth 
By ·Kathy Stumph 
"Healthier, Holier, Happier" is 
the theme of the Seventh Annual 
National Catholic Youth Week 
which will begin on the feast of 
Christ the King and continue 
until the followin&: Sunday, No-
vember 3. Approximately seven 
million Catholic young people 
will participate in NCY Week, 
which will .begin with the Fourth 
National Catholic Youth Com-
munion Sunday, October-27. 
Library Quips 
The purpose ·of this week is to 
underscore for youth the lmpor· 
tance or developing into a com-
plete human being-spiriiually, 
culturally, socially and physical· By Anrae Doud 
"Where is Miss Naish?" is a 
familiar question from those who 
frequent the library. Well, Miss 
Naish has not left us completely. 
Due to teaching responsibilities 
this year, Miss Naish will be at 
the library on Friday evenings 
only. Mr. James W. Curtiss is 
the new assistant librarian. Mr. 
Curtis is a full time employf!e at 
the Cincinnati Public Library in 
the Government and Business 
Department. 
The library hours are from 
~:4~ to 9:00 p.m., Monday 
· through Friday. The reading 
room next to the library is open 
until the end of the last class. 
Literature 
There is a varied list of peri-
odicals - available. Among the 
more popular are "U.S. News 
and World. Report," "Changing 
Times" (Harvard Business Re-
view), "America," "Social Or-
der," and the "Saturday Review." -
There is also on hand a listing 
of the Public Library's "Selected 
U.S. Government Publications" 
which· might be of great assist-
ance to Business Administration 
students. 
Here are just a few of the new 
books now available to all stu· ly-and to call attention to the 
dents: ' need for organized youth pro-
Elementary Accounting by Ar- grams to aid modern youth. 
nold W. Johnson, Chairman of It is meant to emphasize that 
the Accounting Department, New a person must first be healthy in 
York University. It is an out- mind and body and holy in spirit. 
standing clear and thoroughly. Youth Week is celebrated in 
modern treatment of 'all ·basic more than 130 archdioceses and 
accounting principles and tech- dioceses and extends throughout 
niques. This book. particularly the forty-eight states .and terri-
emphasizes the importance of tories. It is sponsored by the Na-
accounting as an analytical man- tional Council of Catholic Youth 
agement tool. under the direction of Rt. Rev. 
A Diary Msir. Joseph E. Schieder. 
The Turn of the Tide; 1939- Bis Holiness Pope Plus XU, 
1943 by Arthur Bryant, is a his- President Eisenhower, the Apos-
tory of· the war years based on tolic Delerate, the cardinals, arch-
the diaries of Field Marshall bishops and bishops of many dio-
Lord Allanbrooke, Chief of the ceses, Including the Archdiocese 
Imperial General Staff of Great of Cincinnati~ practically every 
Britain. .. governor In the United States, 
Vatican Journal; 1921-1954 .by mayors and heads or cities and 
Anne O'Hara McCormick, com- town1-all have proclaimed Na· 
piled and edited by Marian Tur· tional Catholic Youth Week. 
ner Sheehan with an introduc- The participants are students 
tion by Clare Booth Luce. The in elementary •schools, high 
Vatican Journal not only explains schools, colleies and universities, 
a great deal about the role of working people, persons in the 
Papal prestige in our time, but armed ~rvices rd members of 
it shows why President Eisen- the Councils of Catholic Youth, 
hower called Miss McCormick a CYO's, Scouts, Sodalities and 
"truly great reporter, respected numerous other Catholic oriani· 
at home and abroad." zations. 
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Editorially Speaking 
• - By Robert Feldman 
A parade is a public spectacle 
that is staged to accomplish sev-
eral things. It provides entertain-
ment by the use of music and 
colorful costumin.i:. It attracts 
attention by its appearance in 
public. A parade also allows an 
organization to display its size 
and scope. 
On Sunday, the Holy Name 
Parade will pursue these objec-
tives here in Cincinnati. The em-
phasis, of course, will be on the 
last two of the three ideas above. 
The parade will attract attention 
to the Catholic Church in Cin-
cinnati; Protestant adherents will 
see a concrete reminder that the 
Catholic Church is now, as it has 
always been, a Ii ving force in 
the life of our city. The parade 
will also display some evidence 
of the size and diversity or the 
Church in this area. There will 
be ample evidence that the Cath-
olic Church is not another minor-
ity sect, but a great widespread 
religious body that draws many 
members from southwestern Ohio. 
These things will be made clear 
in the parade that winds its way 
to Crosley Field on Sunday, not 
by the priests and religious but 
by the Catholic laymen who join 
the line of march. Sad to say, 
there are many men who do not 
bother to march; many others, 
however, who are not afraid to 
stand up and be counted, who are 
proud of their faith· and their 
Church, will join the Holy Name 
Parade. These will 'bear witness 
for all to see the livini vital 
organism that is the Catholic 
Church. 
Rex:ently we heard of an eve-
ning college student, who was so 
convinced of his own intelligence 
that anyone who disagreed with 
him was necessarily wrong. This 
individual, who puts such store 
by his learning, has apparently 
learned very little. 
The truly intelligent man, the 
scholar in the real meaning of 
the word, is a humble man. It is 
the very truths that he has 
learned which give him a sense 
of all the knowledge that i·emains 
unknown to him. Such a man will 
use his learning within its limits 
and not consider it ·the final in-
fallible court of appeal in all 
cases. 
Even when convinced of the 
truth which he holds, the intel-
ligent man will react tolerantly 
towards those. who disagree. He 
will acknowledge the right of 
others to oppose him and to ieek 
truth in their own way. He will 
respect their human nature and 
its dignity. He will hope that one 
day they will know the truth 
that he loves. 
Shakespeare, with that gifted 
insight into nature, wrote, "There 
are more things in heaven and 
on earth. than are dreamt of in 
your philosophies." Further, any 
Catholic who kneels in reve1·ence 
at the consecration of the Mass 
and looks at the elevated Host 
knows that there are endless 
truths that will never be known 
in this lifetime. It is here, per-
haps, in the spirit of true humil-
ity, that man stumbles across the 
threshold of wisdom. 
''OPINIONN AIRE" 
By Pal 1J7iechman 
While roaming through the 
halls of "Ye Olde Evening Col-
lege" this week, we tapped the 
shoulders of a few people and 
asked them how the couries they 
are studying affect their present 
occupation. 
Mr. William Geistinl', an em-
ployment interviewer at Cincin-
nati Gas and Electric Company, 
is taking a cou1·se in social psy-
chology. He cited the fact that 
the industrial relations field is 
essentially social in its scope as 
the reason for his choice. It will 
be a great asset to him in his 
work with prospective em-
ployees. 
Wanda Franklin, a stenoi-
rapher at Commonwealth Insur-
ance Company, is taking Busi-
ness English as a direct way to 
improve her on-the-job effi-
ciency. She hopes the speech 
class, in which she is also en-
rolled, will develop her , self-
confidence and a good telephone 
voice. 
Harold Moon, an employee of 
Armco Steel, is enrolled in the 
Business Administration curric-
For Meals at Home ••• 
ulum. He feels it will be a great 
help · to him in the future in 
the field of sales. 
Pat Schnell, a stenographer1 at 
fl h e Dennison Manufacturing 
Company, is taking Business 
English for its immediat~ appli-
cation to her job. Pat is also 
taking the Survey of English 
Literature simply for the cul-
tural insight it will give her. 
Frank Murray, an employee in 
the Payroll and Cost Department 
of the Reliance Foundry, is 
working toward his degree in 
Business Administration. Frank 
admitted that he isn't sure just 
how it will help him now; nev-
ertheless, he still plans to con-
tinue his studies in this field 
because he feels it is good, basic 
preparation for participation in 
the business world. 
Peggy Smith, a private secre-
tary in the First National Bank 
Building, realizes she will be 
helped in many ways by her 
courses in typing and shorthand. 
Her acceptable performance on 
the job, will depend upon her 
proficiency in these skills. 
For Lunches at Work or School ••• 
~..J~ 
HOMOGENIZED MILK QUALITY v CHEKD 
(with Vitamin D) ta CREAM 
They can't be beat as Healthful Food 
-· 
and Refreshing Dessert I At your Favorite 
Food Store I for Home Delivery call CHerry 
1-8810, or ask your French-Bauer driverl 
,..~8w.! lmD DAllY PIODUClS SINCI I Ml "It 0011t• no more to UN the '--1~' 
l 
\ 
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Varied Fare Offered On ·Student TV Presentation, 
.. • I I - ' 
Fine Arts, Industry, Student Talent Featured; 
l\'Iasque Presents Dramatic Skits In Tenth Year 
By Jolm Dumbacher 
Sunday, October 26, will mark 
the opening of the tenth year of 
the television show, Xavier Pre-
sents. The program, which is 
the oldest college TV variety 
show on the air, can be seen 
every Sunday, from 4: 30 to 5 
o'clock over station WCPO-TV, 
channel nine in Cincinnati. Xav-
ier Presents was founded in 1948 
by Dr. Joseph Link of the Xav-
ier faculty. Since that time, 
however, the duties of producer 
and moderator have been placed 
in the hands of Father John 
Reinke. The show, designed as 
a showcase for college talent, 
features performers from all 
colleges in the area, including 
the Universities of Cincinnati, 
Dayton, and Kentucky, the Col-
lege Conservatory of Music, Ohio 
State University, Miami and 
Xavier. 
New Face 
Xavier Presents will face 
slight modifications during the 
new year, according to Fr. 
Reinke. The program will not 
feature varie~ exclusively, as 
was the case in other years. 
Instead, a rotation of four dif-
ferent types of programs will be 
presented over the season. The 
first two .weeks will feature a 
presentation of drama and a 
variety show. The third will 
carry a discussion and review of 
fine arts. On the other program 
Fr. Reinke and the crew will 
take mobile units to a local 
·place of industry where the 
viewers will witness its ·opera-
tions. Fr. Reinke, with this ver-
satile plan in mind, refers to 
the production as the "Poor 
Man's Omnibus." 
Debut 
The first showing of the year, 
on October 20', has been planned 
differently from the regular half 
hour programs to be .presented. 
The show will be put on from 
4 to 5 o'clock, each of the four 
Take vacation fun 
hack to school 
LOOK FOR THIS BLUE LABEL 
111r~1 
7'e S-he "/ CA."'14--
quarter-hours sampling one of 
the types of shows to be viewed 
throughout the season. Talent 
for this first presentation will 
include the Martinelli Sisters, a 
promising young pair of singers, 
Peter Paul Loyanich, the well 
known local pianist, Robert 
Schaffstein another pianist who 
specializes in jazz, and Dixie 
McBrayer, who does almost any 
kind of entertainment work .. All 
are veterans of Xavier Presents, 
Schaffstein and McBrayer being 
juniors at the Evanston campus. 
Xavier students should remem-
ber Peter Paul Loyanich for his 
magnificent performance with 
Fr. Reinke and the Cincinnati 
Symphony Orchestra at the Xav- · 
ier 125th Anniversal'y Concert 
last winter. 
Military Musings 
By Tom £i1terman, Military Corre1pondent 
Masque Aid 
Operations of production and 
management of Xavier Presents 
will b.:i in the hands of the stu-
dents, with Father Reinke as 
their advisor. Dramatic skits 
will be directed by Mr. Otto 
Kvapil, head · of the Masque 
Society of Xavier University and 
teacher of Acting Technique. 
The studio director is Richard 
Seifert, a graduate student who 
is a member of the "\VCPO-TV 
directing staff. 
Interested? 
Pershing Rifles 
Wednesday night, October 5i 
the Pershing Rifles held their 
regular monthly meeting. They 
were scheduled to choose the 
new Honorary Captain of ·Persh-
ing Rifles among other topics. 
Captain Savelle, PR moderator, 
stated that October 15 was the 
final date which cadets will still 
be considered for the initiation 
ceremony of the year to be held 
in October. Any interested cadets 
can join at one of their meet-
ings (Monday and "\Vednesday at 
1:30 in Armory) by contacting 
Captain Savelle. 
Military Guest 
Last Monday, October 7, the 
Military Department entertained 
a distinguished guest: Colonel 
Theodore R. Kimpton. C o l. 
Kimpton was recently appointed 
commander of the newly organ-
ized XX Army Cor.ps (Reserve); 
This visit is .part of his first 
inspection tour of his new com-
mand. 
Since Xavier Presents will ____ , __ ..._._ 
present four different specialties, 
four production crews will be 
needed. Anyone interested in 
offering his services to one of • 
"THE GOBLIN'S JAUNT" 
BAY RIDE 
these crews is urged to see Fr. Sunday Night, October 2'J 
Reinke. Father also informed us 
that anyone wishing to help out Winton Woods · 
in any other way-in front of or 
behind the camera-is welcome 
Sponsored by XILES 
to the staff. Among positions 
available is that of publicity 
director. 
XILES Admitted Free 
Non-XILES donate $.'J5 
'Ihle of Two Cities! 
Amons Wlltern Hemisphere dtl• 
with the lll'Plt per capita enJ01111ent of 
Coca-Cola are, lntereatfnal:v enoush, IWUll' 
New Orleanaand chilly Montreal. When wt 117, 
"Thfnt Knows No Seuon," wt'vt aid 
a cheerful mouthful. 
So don't take an:v lame UCUlll ~bout lta 
not beln1 bot enouab for Coca-Cola. Forpt 
tht temperature and drink upl 
SIGN OF GOOD TASTE · 
.lottltd under authorlf1 of the Coca-coro Compaq •1 
TUB COCA-COLA BOTTLING WORKS COMPANY 
''Fraternity''· 
On October 5, representatives 
of Pershing Rifles, Xavier's mil-
itary fraternity, attended a meet-
ing of the first regiment at Ohio 
State University. They met with 
represenatives of 14 other mid-
west colleges to discuss regimen-
tal plans and also the National 
· convention to be held October 
17-20. 
Dedication 
Xavier cadets will take part 
in the dedication ceremonies of 
the new S~ton High School. The 
provisional rbatallion will in-
clude both volunteers from the 
Corps in general and the ·Persh-
ing Rifles unit. The "batallion" 
will be reviewed by Archbishop 
Alter, Governor O'Niel, and 
Mayor Taft among others. Vol-
unteers are now being solicited 
by the Military Department. 
INTERV.IEWS 
TO BE-HELD 
During the next two weeks, 
there will be gentlemen repre-
senting ·.business establishments 
and other concerns, to interview 
students on the campus. Among 
them is a representative from the 
l''ederal government who is in-
terested in finding out who 
would like to make a career with 
the federal system. The inter-
viewer, Mr. Scanlon, will hold 
the interviews on "\Vednesday, 
Oct. 16, at 9:·30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
and on Thursday Oct. 17, at the 
same hours. This is open to all 
majors. 
SOUTH HALL 
SURVEY 
Question: Do you think that 
honepower In current automo-
biles Js too high? 
Bob Jones, senior who is in 
b u s i n e s s administration says, 
"The highways of today won't 
accomodate the tremendous speed 
the excessive horsepower exer-
cises." Bob thinks that the '1orse-
power is principally for in the 
case of an emergency, :but it 
has become a common-place 
thing. 
Another business .student, jun-
ior Larry Foblano says, "Horse-
power depends upon accessories 
and weight." "New cars have 
enough .power to handle any 
situation." Larry also stated that, 
the power increase should ·be 
stopped.. And continuing, he 
said that safety devices should 
be improved, and that economy 
is vitally important with high 
priced cars. 
Sophomore Dave Greulich, an 
economics major quoted: "In 
some cars it is too high and it 
is thus too hard to control that 
paricular automobile." Dave has 
just •bought a 1957 Chevrolet VS, 
and thinks the horsepower in it 
is just sufficient, and not too 
excessive. 
Liberal A rt s student Carl 
Buchbacher, who is a freshman, 
thinks that the horsepower is 
too high because the speed limit 
is 60 anyway. Carl thinks that 
the trend should bend toward 
sports cars rather than ho~se­
power. 
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X.U. Patna Mission Head· 
Urges Student s.upport Dorm Council Developments_ 
By Loll Bu•emeyer 
·-- · · keep it operating. Exactly how 
I. 
... 
. 
'Rev. Edward O'Connor, S.J., 
Patna Mission Head 
364,000,000 Souls 
What does this tremendous 
number of people mean to the 
men of Xavier? Well, since Xav- · 
ier University is run by Jesuits 
and is in the Chicago province, 
it shouip have some meaning. 
This is the population of the 
Patna Mission, India w h .i ch 
c o v e rs approximately 89,000 
square miles. 
In 1919 the Holy Father gave 
the Jesuit Fathers of the Chicago 
Province the care of this mis-
sion, the largest single miss'ion 
diocese in the world. __ Since this 
time the province has been split 
into the Chicago Province and 
the Detroit Province. Neverthe-
less, since Patna is such a large 
place, Rome has decreed that 
both of .these provinces will con-
tinue to support Patna due to 
·:. the. fact that a tremendous 
amount of money is nec(_!ssary to 
'much does it cost to keep Patna 
running and how are the· ex-
penses met? To begin with, the 
cold figures for operating come 
to more than $400,000 a year. A 
lot of money, isn't it? All this 
money comes from the two 
supporting provinces which in 
turn get most . of their money 
from donations. '· 
This is precisely where we fit 
in. The weekly collections that 
are made in all Theology and 
Christian Culture classes go to 
this cause. Last year we did a 
very good job, ci<>'htributing 
$2,705.95. In actual figures we 
are one of the leading univer-
sities ' that contribute to the 
support of Patna. · 
In case any of you are won-
dering what our sacrifices actu-
ally do, here is a resume of th'e. 
work that it supports ·and ac-
complishes. There are four 'hun-
dred and thirty eight Sisters. 
There are thirty six mission 
centers, three industrial schools, 
forty three dispensaries, five 
hospitals and sixteen orphanages 
and homes. Here are a few of 
th~ duties of the missionaries of 
Patna. They bring the people the 
mass, teach them to pray, ad-
minister the sacraments, instruct 
the youth, and care for the sick. 
This is quite a task and we are 
a basic part of it. 
SACRIFICE-/ 
SUPPORT 
THE 
MISSIONS 
By "B11ck" Shatv 
Xavier grads and members of the Xavier Dads' Clubs 
from all over the country are most cordially invited to help 
the Xavier men celebrate the 1957 Homecoming. 
The Dorm Council will start the festivities rolling tonight 
when it will present the candidates for the Homecoming 
Queen. 'J)he occasion for the pres- Joe Shay, float decorations 
entation will be the annual U.C. chairman, has announced that on 
·Pep Rally Dance sponsored by Nov. 1 at 11 a.m. work will begin 
the Dorm Council, which is oper- on the floats. The site for this 
ating this year under the guid- fun-packed gathering of laborers 
ance of Rev. Mark Hurtubise, is Brockman Hall playfield. All 
S.J. clubs are reminded that the 
Each candidate sponsored by clubs will move clockwise on the 
a recognized campus organizalion field and must therefore be built 
will bear a mark of identifica- facing the left. 
tion, thus enabling all to select The prizes for the best deco-
their favorite. Attendance at Xav- rated· floats are $25 for first 
ier University Evening College place, $15 for second 11lace, and 
is a requisite for the candidates. $10 for third place. Judges for 
Elections . for the Queen and the floats are to be announced 
her court will take place in South later. · 
Hall on Wednesday and Thurs- Prizes will also be offered for 
day, Oct. 16 and Oct. 17, from the best decorated dorms. More 
8:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. The results information concerning the Home-
of this closed ballot election will coming dance and other festivi-
be announced on Oct. 18 at the ties will appear on the bulletin 
mixer. boards and in later arti~les. 
x.v:·-u.c. Gcime History 
(Continued from Sports Page) 
a pass for his third touchdown of the game. Konkoly added two extra 
points. The line score: 
Xavier 7-3-7-20--37 
u.c. 0-0-0-0- 0 
1956 (Sat. Oct. 13) Xavier 34, Cincinnati 14. The Musketeers scored 
.their s,econd straight victory over Cincinnati as 28,500 watched. After 
a scoreless first quarter Quarterback Roger Bertoia scored twice from 
the one yard line i~ the second period. Bob Konkoly added the first 
point and End Tom Krebs the second, his first of three straight. 
· Quarterbacls. Joe MorFison threw a 57 yard touchdown pass to End 
Gene Johnson with ten seconds remaining in the first half. Phil 
Evans convert'ed and Xavier led 14-7. Ralph Lane slipped over from 
the one for Xavier's third score mid-way in the third period. A 
minute and a half later Halfback George 'Ruth scampered 64 yards 
for UC's second TD and Evans again kicked the point. On the ensuing 
kickoff Fullback Terry Malone ran for a 94 yard touchdown and 
Krebs added his third point. Halfback Terry Meyer dove over from 
the one for Xavier's tally in the last quarter. The line score: 
Xavier 0-14-14-~34 
u.c. 0-7-7-0~14 
President's 
Message 
(Continued from Page 2) 
so for long. As Dean of thq ~Di­
versity for nine years, it was at 
times my task to administer some 
difficult disciplinary cases. Dur-
ing all that time I do not think 
I I was ever accused of being un-
just. I was accused of being strlet 
and even at times of being harsh. 
But never unjust. I assure you 
that disciplinary cases in the 
future will be dealt with justly, 
but they will be dealt with 
strictly and with all possible 
speed. The authority of the Office 
of the President is completely 
behind what Father Ratterman 
has to say to you this artemoon. 
That is, however, a negative 
though necessary aspect. I sin· 
cerely trust it will not come to 
pass. I would much rather appeal 
to you positively as Xavier men, 
not just to avoid mis-conduct, but 
to build up within yourself that 
inner integrity that forces you to 
act at all times as a Christian 
gentleman should act, to fill 
yourself with the ideal that Is 
Jesus Christ, who went about 
doing good, who castigated' sin 
when he saw it but had compas-
sion upon the sinner, who be· 
cause he had respect for the 
rights and possessions or othen, 
was himself respected and loved 
by all. There is no better ideal 
than that for a Xavier man. May 
God grant you the grace to Jive 
that way all the days of your life. 
SU.PEE'a.·WMSTON .... 
PRODV'CrIONS PRES~N'l;'S .I THE s01rr· 
l 
\.•' 
WINSTON 
AMERICA'S 
BEST· SELLING. 
BEST-TASTING 
FILTER 
CIGARETTE! 
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Highly Experienced Director 
Takes Over Masque Society 
By Denny Doherty 
The World Series this past week brought out one big point 
which is applicable to this feature. The Yanks and Braves both 
proved that, no matter how good a team may be, it cannot CHICO'S 
VET'S CLUB 
DOINGS 
(Continued from Page 1) 
ant chairman. These conunittee 
members along with the Veterans 
Club will be looking forward to 
seeing you on the night of Oct. 
12th. 
produce without a good manager. Experience, wisdom, and ITALIAN AND AMERICAN 
solid thinking complements the talent of the players and thus FOOD Informal 
produces a winner. This same productions. In addition to that, Informality will be stressed 
principle of good leadership for Mrs. Kvapil entertained during 3632 MONTGOMERY RD. for the Veterans Club wants 
any group of talented people World War II by touring Europe everyom: to feel comfortable and 
.
recently lent itself to one of our 2 Minutes From Xavier at ease. The Club not only wishes 
and North Africa. big campus organizations. (0 Bl k s th r D ) to ·see all students and alumni, 
The Xavier University Masque High Hopes f ne oc ou 0 au but also they would enjoy the 
Society is now under the moder- That's quite a record for ·any I company of their friends and 
M K ·1 d .JEfferson 1-9181 h · d · ation of r. vap1 , a new an two people to amass, ·hut now t e1r frien s companions. 
Welcome face at Xavier. His we hope to lend some luster to <---------- There is adequate parking 
record is tremendously impres- space in the vicinity of the Friars 
sive, and it is expected to give it. For years the Masque Society 
l b · · to facilitate all persons who are us a tremendously impressive ias een presenting some won- going to attend the dance. The 
dramatic group. derful entertainment. Somehow hall itself is newly decorated, 
· Experienced, ' or other the club always manages with indirect lighting and exceI-
After graduating from Loyola to come up with some "new lent refreshment accomodaticins. 
University in 1951 with a Bache- faces" which will make ~ definite All V t V 't f tb 11 lor of Arts deg1·ee in Drama, he e eran ars1 Y oo a 
continued his studies at Catholic hit. Now combine this talent players have been invit~d to the 
University where he received his with Dr. Kvapil's experience and dance as the special guests of the 
Masters in the same field. Right ability yQU can see how tremen- Coat and Trousers Club. Also all seniors of Xavier 
now his name can be found _on · dous ·the Society will be. It's are cordially invited to attend. 
the rostrum of the Actors Eqmty . . . L A N ~ E N All proceeds from this dance 
in which he is a Senior Member; JUst hke the series: talent plus . 606 Vine are tentatively going to he used 
He is a voting member of Players leade~·shi~ adds up t.o a winning PA l-'73<15 in support of the Veterans Club 
TUX 
SALE 
$32.'75 
/ 
~ew 
Perfect • 
SODALITY 
NOTES 
(Continued from Page 1) 
beforehand. The price is $3.00 a 
couple. Table reservations are 
not being taken and as a result 
the first to come will get the 
best tables. Those students who 
find it fashionable to arrive late 
had •better also bring along a 
comfortable pair of shoes. The 
dance begins at 9: 00 ,p.m. and 
lasts until 1: 00 a.m. · 
Welcome All 
"Kick-off Kapers" is truly the 
kick-off of Xavier's social sea-
son, the first of a series of well-
planned and well-organized pro-
grams. The Sodality hopes to 
make this victory dance an 
annual affair for many years to 
come, so, naturally, they look to 
the Student Body to make the 
dance a success. However, in the 
past a number of unfortunate 
incidents have occurred which 
could, if repeated, mark the end 
of celebrations such as these. 
There is, of course, no need to 
elaborate on them because time 
.and agai~ mention has <been made 
from the proper authorities. Incorporated, a national touring combmatron every t.rme. picnic for some worthy . orph,ans. 
company which is an· operation -------------.,.---~-----------------------:_ _____________ _.: __ 
of Catholic University, an active 
member of the Chevy Chase 
Summer Theater in Chicago, 
works with the Ft. Dearborn 
Summer Theater in the Windy 
City, acts with the Olney Theater 
in Maryland, and belongs to the 
Arena Stage Repertory Theater 
which is a winter stock .company 
in Washington, D.C. 
But the legitimate stage is 
only one phase of Mr. Kvapil's 
dramatic undertakings and suc-
cesses. He did some television in 
the Capitol and was a regular 
figure in Chicago's video land. 
He has also appeared in many 
T.V. commercials. 
And the cinema? ... Of course. 
Doctor had a featured role in 
"The Washington Story" which 
starred Van Johnson and Helen 
Hayes. He also appeared with 
Ray Milland in "The Thief." 
Both movies were filmed on 
location in Washington, D.C. 
Mrs. Kva·pil is an actress 
and singer, and she has ap-
peared in several off-Broadway 
Homecoming 
Plans 
Jell Rapidly 
By Jim Keller 
With the rapid jelling of Home-
coming Day plans, Jerry Welch, 
the general chairman has re-
leased more specific informa-
tion. Voting for the queen cand-
idates, to ·be presented at to-
night's pep rally dance, will 
take place on Wednesday and 
Thursday of next week at South 
Hall. The chosen queen will be 
announced at the rally dance on 
Friday, October 18th. 
A new route for the expected 
twenty-five floats will add to 
the parade spectacle. Arriving 
from Brockman Playfield before 
the game, the floats will circle 
the field in a clockwise direc-
tion this yem·, thus eliminating 
•he possibility of confusion and 
traffic tie-ups. 
Tickets for the Homecoming 
Dance go on sale and reserva-
tions can be made at South Hall 
on October 23rd and 28th re-
spectively, Since the dance is a 
student projec!, the Student 
Council has decided to publish 
a report, showing just how the 
profits from the dance will ·be 
"used for the Armory improve-
ments which are already under-
way. 
WHAT IS A NASTV ROBOT7 
F.eelin' blue? Need money, too? 
Students, we've got news for. youf 
• 
WHAT IS THE EARTH1 Send yours in ancl 
I , $ 
STEEL HEEL MAKE. 
Bill McCormack ~ 
Fordham 
David Welsla ' 
M.1.T. 
WHAT IS A BRAMBLE BUSH7. 
SCRATCH PATCH 
Robert Goldman · 
Arkansa1 Slate Teacher1 CoU. 
MOST POPULAR GAME that ever went to col· 
lege-that's Sticklers! Just writ.a a simple riddle 
and a two-word rhyming answer. For example: 
What's a big cat shot full of holes? (Answer: 
peppered leopard.) Both words must have the 
same number of syllables-bleak freak, fluent 
truant, vinery finery. Send Sticklers, with your, 
name, address, college and class to Happy-Joe-
Lucky, Box 67A, Mt. Vernon, N. Y. Don't do 
drawings! We'll pay $25 for every Stickler we 
use in our ads-and for hundreds·that never see 
print. While you're Stickling, light up a light 
smoke-light up a Lucky. You'll say it's the 
best-tasting cigarette you ever smoked! 
LIG~T t1f> A liJi.cdJbrlt SMOKE-LIGHT UP A LUCK'vl ~~-====-
. . .,.. '· c.. Ptotlfltt oJ ""'..L.c&i11111 ~-c.,,.,,-~ ii Ollr """111 ..._ 
